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Observed Runs
These will be conducted on the 3rd Sunday of each month at
9.15am and 10.30am
Guildford Borough Council, Woking Road Dept, Guildford
Telephone 07817 490 446 on Sunday from 9am to 1pm
Appointments for Observed runs - contact the Associate Coordinator:
07817 490 446

To Woking

Council Depot
Round IAM Signs on Pavement.

Associate Membership £139
Entitles the Associate to 6 Observed Runs in their own vehicle during the
12 months following the date of their first appointment, and includes:
the cost of the IAM Advanced Test
the first year's membership of the Institute from the date of the first run

copy of 'Advanced Driving' manual

copy of the Highway Code




Full Group Membership (whilst a Member of the Institute):
£7.50 per individual / £10 for a couple at the same address

Welcome

Your Letters

Welcome to this summer 2012
newsletter.

Just to let you know I passed my
Advanced Driving test on Sunday
afternoon in the pouring rain.

It is with great sadness we tell you
that Arthur Jenner, who was Vice
Chairman of our Group for many
years, passed away in May. The
Group sends our condolences to his
family following this sad loss of a
loyal supporter of the IAM. Instead of
flowers, Arthur’s family very
generously requested donations to
The Cancer Laryngectomee Trust,
PO Box 618, West Yorkshire, HX3
8WX.
This edition of the newsletter covers
many interesting topics, many
submitted by the committee and
readers, thank you again for
enthusiasm. Please email
editor@guildford-iam.org.uk with
questions, comments, articles,
pictures, anything motoring related
you’d like to share.
I’ll be stepping down as editor after
this edition, a new editor will take
over for the autumn edition. Thanks
for reading over the last five years,
and I know the newsletter will go
from strength to strength.
Safe driving,
Louisa Wright-Wastell

I'd like to say a very big thank you to
all the team at IAM Guildford who
have helped me to develop my
driving skills over the last 8 months. I
have looked forward to each of my
observed runs and felt that the
system operated using different
observers worked very well.
I would also like to say how well
organised the branch is and that the
email reminders and friendly welcome
on each run really made me feel part
of the group.
I am a far better driver now than I was
a year agoG thank you.
Greg Romaine
Following my test today with Andy
Harding and Amanda from the I.A.M.,
I am pleased to tell you that I met the
required standard and have passed. I
would like to continue my involvement
with the group.
Phil Headen
Just to say that I took my test
yesterday evening and passed!
I have very much appreciated your
sharing of experience. Many thanks
again to all for your time and
patience, and making the whole
challenging experience pleasant and
eye opening.
Liz Powell

I took my test today with Mark
Newman and passed. Many thanks
to the Observers who helped me
achieve it.
Stephen
I took my IAM Test on Wednesday
evening, and am delighted to say
that I was successful. An ambition
finally achieved after 50 years of
motoring!
Please would you convey my thanks
to those members who took me on
my observed runs - Kevin Legrand,
David Penson, Martin Evans,
Caroline Galloway and Howard
Quinnell - who carefully guided me
through some "tricky" moments and
ensured I eventually achieved the
necessary level for success.
I have become quite "evangelistic"
about safer driving and what the IAM
can offer those of us who have been
on the road for longer than we care
to admit, and those newer drivers
too, who all need to hone skills and
iron out bad habits.
It has been a most interesting and
worthwhile experience and,
personally, a hugely rewarding
one. My thanks to everyone at
Guildford.
Sue Urquhart

The Commentary—A Response
Thank you for sending your spring
newsletter.
I was interested to read Alan
Philpott's article regarding "The
Commentary"
As you probably know, I am on the
Regional Training Team and will
mention this at our next training day.
The IAM ceased the requirement for
a commentary many years ago but
the examiners seem to encourage it.
Our group encourages Associates to
do it, but it is a skill and not one we
are supposed to train the Associates
to do as it is not a requirement for the
test.
Obviously if an Associate passes the
test and wishes to become an
Observer they will be specifically
trained to do it. It is, of course, an
essential part of the Senior
Observer's Test.
Regards,
Jill Collingbourne
Chief Observer
South of London Group

From the Chair
Welcome to our summer 2012 newsletter. Where does the time go to and
where has all of this rain come from? So what has been happening with the
Guildford group since our last newsletter? A fair amount of work goes on
behind the scenes to keep the Group rolling along from a great number of
people for which I am very thankful.
A number of new initiatives are coming through from IAM head office in
Chiswick. One of these will see an accredited qualification made available to
our Observers who will be known as local and national Observers. This will
be rolled out through our group over the coming months. The Guildford group
is contained in Region 2 which it shares with 27 other IAM groups. We have
been lucky enough to have a dedicated, full time manager assigned to our
Region to help our Group, the Region, Associates, Members and Observers.
His name is Mark Trimmer and Mark comes from the West Sussex area and
he has kindly agreed to present at our AGM in September.
There has been some sad news since the last newsletter. Our vice chairman,
Arthur Jenner sadly passed away in May and will be deeply missed. He was
a staunch supporter of the IAM and of the Guildford group. The group has
sent condolences to his family and a number of members attended his
funeral.
Dunsfold. If we mention Dunsfold the Top Gear fans among us relate this to
the award winning TV show. Dunsfold will be hosting an event in August
called Wings and Wheels. The Guildford Group will have a stand at the show
and hopes to attract new members to the merits of advanced driving. It is
sure to be a great event. Dunsfold Wings and Wheels, Sunday 26th and
Monday 27th August 2012, date for your diary.
Succession planning and key position shadowing: As a Group we are run by
volunteers, membership, committee, front desk and more. To ensure we can
continue efficiently we are seeking people who might be interested in
helping, maybe not now but in the future. With this in mind and to give an
idea of what is involved I’d be interested to hear from those who would like to
help and shadow a current role with a view to maybe taking on that role at a
future date.

Observed Sunday 11:30am runs: In an attempt to give our Members
something more we are going to offer existing full Members the opportunity
to come back to one of the Observed Sunday run days for an Observed run,
to work on any area of their driving or even for a check up since their test
pass. The added bonus for the Group is it gives our Observers more time
observing. If you’d like to book onto an 11.30am slot please contact Paul
Wallace-Stock. In addition, we’re planning a Commentary workshop: A hot
topic at the moment, commentaries. An invaluable tool in my opinion and
once you have the hang of it you’ll never look back as it were. We will be
providing a commentary workshop in the near future, so please keep a look
out for the date which will be published on the web site, at observed
Sundays and emailed to Members.
Marketing sub-team working group: Getting new Members into the Group is
always a challenge and it has been felt a working group should be created to
focus on marketing and recruitment. If you have knowledge and experience
in this area or are just keen to get others to be safer, smoother drivers
please drop me an email. More information on the sub-team will be available
on the web site shortly.
Our annual general meeting is scheduled for 22nd September at Ripley
Village Hall, an opportunity for you to hear what has happened with the
Group over the year, what the plans are for the future. It is your Group and if
you’d like to see something new or different let us know and if possible we’ll
make it happen. At the AGM we will have Mark Trimmer our new Region 2
Manager presenting. More details on the website soon.
New skid pan dates will soon be released and if you’ve never done one
before I thoroughly recommend booking onto one. It’s far better to
experience and learn how to control a skid in a controlled environment rather
than on a dark road in the height of winter. Details later in the newsletter, at
observed Sundays and on our website. I hope you enjoy the rest of the
newsletter, my thanks to Lou, our editor, who is standing down after this
edition. There is a great deal of work and coordination involved many thanks.
Safe driving, enjoy the summer and please feel free to contact me or the
committee with any questions or suggestions.
Steven McCormick

In Remembrance of Arthur Jenner
We are sorry to have to report that our
Vice Chairman, Arthur Jenner, passed
away in May this year. Arthur was a
staunch supporter of the IAM and the
Guildford Group for many years.
He regularly turned out at committee
meetings and Group events to help sell
the Group and the Road Safety message
to as many people as possible.
He was Vice Chairman of the Group for an extended period, and more
recently had regularly attended our Sunday Runs to talk to new Associates
and recount his extensive experience as an advanced driver.
He never allowed his vocal difficulties to stop him joining in and making a
valuable contribution, and the messages always came across loud and clear.
The Group sends our condolences to his family following this sad loss of a
loyal supporter of the IAM. His colleagues on the Guildford IAM committee
remember Arthur as a good friend;
“I met him only occasionally but he was always very courteous and
welcoming, especially when I joined the committee. I am certain he will be
greatly missed.”
“Really sad news. We will miss Arthur.”
“So sad to hear this, it is a privilege to have known him.”
“Despite his troubles over the past few years he has remained cheerful and
positive.”
“Arthur was such a very likeable man.”
“Very, very sad, he will be missed.”
Instead of flowers Arthur’s family generously requested donations to Cancer
Laryngectomee Trust, PO Box 618, West Yorkshire, HX3 8WX, 01422 205
info@cancerlt.org, www.cancerlt.org Charity registration 326653

Driving on Course: The Advantages of Advanced Driving
Drivers coached beyond the L-test to advanced driving standard are more
aware of other road users, road conditions and hazards on the road,
according to a study by Jean Hopkin Research Associates.
90% of advanced drivers are more aware of other road users, and potential
hazards. 66% believe that advanced driver training helped them to avoid an
incident or collision, and 78% have better car-handling skills.
The independent survey of 2,500 IAM members also shows that advanced
driving saves fuel and money. 60% say their driving is more fuel efficient as
a result of taking a course.
The top ten reasons for taking the advanced driving course are:
1.

Greater awareness of potential hazards and difficult driving conditions

2.

Greater awareness of other road users

3.

Improved general driving outlook. philosophy

4.

Improved planning and anticipation

5.

Smoother driving and better progress

6.

Improved use of road space

7.

More alert driving—less ‘driving on auto pilot’

8.

Better car handling skills

9.

Improved confidence in driving

10. More tolerant and aware of the behaviour of other road users
Men are more likely than women to say their driving has become more
responsible, considerate, and tolerant, and that they drive less fast as a
result of the course.
Women are more likely than men to say their driving had become more
decisive and confident. 89% agree that taking the IAM test had a permanent
positive effect on their day-to-day driving. Women were more likely to report
lasting effects on their driving style than men.
Among 17 to 29 year-olds, 49% took the advanced test to get cheaper
insurance and 60% to reduce their risk of being involved in an accident. IAM
chief executive Simon Best said: “We know that educating drivers and
changing their attitudes to driving makes them safer.

Ever Tried a Skid Control Course?
It could save embarrassment... Or a life!
Courses are at Goodwood racetrack on various dates
throughout the coming year - please check the website
www.guildford-iam.org.uk
A 3 hour course covers an initial briefing on the causes of,
and coping with, vehicle skids.
Most of the time is spent in a specially adapted car, on a prepared track,
supervised by experienced, approachable experts.
Here you start developing your skid control skills and observing others.
Guildford IAM provides the courses at these discounted rates:
£50 for Members/Associates of the Group
£55 for Non-Members (family and friends)

Interested?
Check our website
www.guildford-iam.org.uk

The Commentary—The Observer’s View
I read with interest the article in respect of the commentary in the spring
edition of the Newsletter and feel I must respond.
Throughout my 20 years as an Observer I have always told Associates that,
apart from helping forward planning and increased observation, a major
benefit of the commentary is to allow the examiner to know what they are
thinking. Why are you doing what you are doing? To give a series of
observations without any comment is, to my mind, of limited value. The
examiner can see what you can see. As an example, a comment was made
about horse dung on the road, the ‘so what’ question is that there may be a
horse around the next corner and perhaps I need to reduce speed. I would
hope that any Advanced Driver would draw this conclusion in their general
driving, but on a test, the examiner does not know you have made this link
unless you say something.
The commentary offers the opportunity to explain why you are doing
something. Perhaps the examiner has not seen what you have seen or may
draw a different conclusion. It does not necessarily matter if you do
something the examiner might do differently; you are demonstrating that you
are a thinking driver. There are more ways of killing a cat than choking it on
cream!
I believe that any observation should be accompanied by a comment as to
how it will effect your driving, what are you going to do about it. If the answer
is nothing, only then I would suggest that perhaps it did not need saying.
I believe that the commentary, though not part of the formal test, is a
valuable aid to concentration, observation and forward planning. The
Guildford group will continue to use it in training and personally I find it helps
to hone my skills during the runs.
Paul Wallace-Stock

The Journey of John Panting— Chief Observer
North London was as good a place as any, at the time, to make my first
journey into the world. War had ended and The Olympics had just finished.
Rationing, however, prevailed. After push came to shove it was the journey
to Primary School. In those days you walked or you could sneak on a No.73
(looking back I think the conductor had selective blindness). Christmases
came and went. Presents endured like Meccano, steam engines, build your
own cat’s whisker radios, electric train sets and then at last my first two
wheeler (24”) bike. Brand new it was. That first journey along Albion Road
(on the pavement) is as vivid today as it was then.
Next came the journey from short to long trousers and I was at senior
technical school at Euston (all boys:1,200 of them). For this journey, I had a
bus pass, for it was two buses and 4miles. I wanted to ride my bike to school
but alas the 24” wheels were no match for puberty. Dad promised a 26”
wheeler for my birthday. The muscles in my face still ache to this day.
Birthdays come round quicker these days than that one did but it did. There
was my 26” wheeler. It was second hand! I cried. Time, the great healer,
passed and I came to love it. It was, after all, a drop handlebar lug-less
lightweight road racer complete with slick tyres and five speed gears WOW.
Then I hit a brick wall (no not literally!). I was not allowed to ride it to school.
Daft really because I rode it all over London like a taxi driver learning The
Knowledge.
So it was time for my first highway lessons. I could only take my bike to
school if I passed a Cycling Proficiency Test. Saturday mornings at St
Pancras were fun. Soon enough I had my certificate and the journey to
school was a slice of freedom and not confinement.
Life has its twists though; my gas-light, tin-bath Grandma upped and died.
The result was enough money to abandon the council house and move to a
semi in Kent. As I was staying on at school in Euston I was given a Travel
Pass. So it was a mile walk, then a train, then a tube, then a bus to school a
total of 2 ½ hours travelling each day. It was horrible despite my school cap,
the free copy of The Times and my pipe. I endured this for 18 months. The
bike came out at weekends only. One good decision came out of this and
that was never to work in London.
With school behind me, I started an Engineering Apprenticeship. Six days a
week and 10 mile round cycle trip. I had a long standing residual girl friend in
London and three times a week I would cycle the 30 mile round trip. This 150
miles a week I endured for more than a year. Yes it was love! Those curves,
the sparkle of the handle bars and spokesG it was enough to keep any
young lad’s feet from touching the ground.

WHAM. It was dark. I had just left home. I was hit by a car at the first cross
roads. The result was a severe gash in leg and the bike a write off. £80 from
the insurance and it was time for the Motor Bike. It was to be a Triumph
Tiger Cub (it’s all in the name). Off to the Elephant and Castle with crash
helmet, number plates and a trench coat to collect. It was teeming with rain
but no matter; on I got and off I went back to Kent; my first ever ride on a
motor bike, on the road. You may be thinking this a trifle foolhardy; but I now
realise I have skipped an element of my life so far.
From as early as I can remember every weekend, dad, who was a plumber,
would unload the van and put the seats in and off we would go camping. It
transcended from sleeping in the van to a tent then to a caravan and then to
a bigger and better caravan; TV etc. Things were looking up. I was now
eight. I had a friend and he had a Villiers motor bike complete with hand gear
change. This was used as a dirt track and trials riding bike. Of course it was
not long before I found an old Bantam 125cc bike of my own. It did not go
but no matter: I took the bike completely to bits and rebuilt it (and I mean
every screw jet out of the carburettor and so on). I could not get it to start.
Dad came to the rescue and a new magneto for £25. “Sshhh don’t tell mum”.
So I learnt my balancing and riding skills on this bike and had my road skills
from my push bike. Well yes of course there was a gap in my knowledge but
I mainly explored these at higher speeds.
My full licence beckoned and the day came. That morning I broke one of the
lenses in my glasses. I shoved them in my pocket and of to the testing
station.
“Can you read that number plate for me?”
“Well, er, no”.
“Then we can’t proceed with the Test”.
I leaped into telling the examiner my story and revealed the now ‘monocle’ in
my pocket. He enquired if I could read the number plate so attired and I
obliged. “Good”, he said, then we can continue. I folded up the frames and
put them in my pocket. “What are you doing? You will have to keep them on
for the test.” Amongst various other shortcomings he declared that I was too
cautious and not in proper control of the motorbike at junctions as I was
stopping and just balancing on the bike, not putting a foot down. This was
trick I had picked up in my eight years of ‘trials riding’. These days I can just
about balance on two legs. I failed. (Too cautious - my mates did not believe
that one).
Now I was 17 and learning to drive in Dad’s Bedford Utilibrake van (you
know the ones with the doors that slid backwards and would come crashing
forward when you braked, if not locked back properly). Most of the learning

was done at weekends in London as much of Dad’s work was there and I
was his plumber’s mate for the day/weekend.
Inaugural trip to Bideford in Devon in the dark and it was time to clean up so
I took my bike test again and passed. I took some driving lessons in a car
and the instructor referred to me as Stirling Moss. I think that “too cautious”
comment was still haunting me. Test passed in the car and now I was all set
to buy my first car.
I had no idea what I was buying but there it was an Austin A105 Vanden Plas
with overdrive, leather seats 2600cc straight six. I pulled my wife in this and
she is still going strong (the wife not the car). Of course I loved them both.
There was a three year ownership period of flux which followed. Austin A30,
Austin A55 Somerset Van, Austin A15, Austin A15, Morris Minor, Mini,
Vauxhall Victor 2000.
Now I was 21 and the first of many company cars an Austin Maxi (good
concept, lousy gear change mechanism). Then a Cortina 1600 (coke bottle),
a Datsun (big, automatic straight six; I imagined I was Lord Montague in
this). A Citroen 1200cc air cooled, a Citroen Diesel 1900cc (70litre tank went
all the way to the south of France without filling up), a Ford Escort Ghia
1600cc, a Ford Granada, a Mercedes 180 automatic , a Ford Scorpio 6
cylinder and a Ford Focus Estate 1800 cc diesel.
Out of all the above I only really had some connection with the A105 Vanden
Plas, Vauxhall Victor 2000 and the Ford Focus Estate 1800cc diesel that I
currently own. Interestingly it is something to do with how it operates
ergonomically and the smoothness of how it accelerates in conjunction with
the usefulness of the gear/drive ratios!
Just after I passed my driving test I was working with a chap who owned a
MG MGA Roadster and was fitting a MGB engine into it. The engineer in me
came useful and I mirror polished the working part of his cylinder head and
valves for him. As a reward, when the car was finished, he took me out for a
spin and a pint. I remember thinking as we approached one of the first
corners, “We are never going to make it!” but we did. Dream of all dreams he
let me have a drive. “You’ve not quite got this overtaking malarkey sorted out
have you? You are coming up too fast behind not picking the gap and you
are swinging out in an ark. I will show you how it’s done.” Well that was my
first Advanced Driving Lesson as he latter he revealed he was a member of
the IAM.
This encounter in 1967 focused my mind on my driving skills. (lack off). I got
a copy of the Police driver’s manual and the Institute’s Advanced Driving

book and dutifully read and studied. I had in mind to take this further but
never did until 36 years later when a chance encounter with a neighbour
revealed that he was a member of the IAM and an Observer at Guildford
Group. My wife (Brenda) crossed the road and it was agreed she would buy
me a ‘Skill for Life’ for my birthday December 5th. The 5th came and no SFL,
well it was like that second hand bike, I could have cried. All was in hand
though and come Christmas there it was.
So plenty of studying and lots of learning later and I passed my Advanced
Driving Test. What does this mean? I drive to a system. I look as far as I can
see. I still look more immediately in front of me. I look in my mirrors more. I
am proactive not just reactive. I anticipate what might happen. I plan so that
when things change, my plan may change. I am self critical. I am self
correcting. I am far from perfect; just improving.
My career has in periods allowed me to train and coach individuals in both
theory and practical matters. I have learnt that in order to put yourself in this
position you have to be even more on top of the subject. So it was not quite
an altruistic path that I took in becoming an Observer. However, I soon learnt
that there was a good deal of pleasure to be had in improving the safety and
skills of those that want to progress.
If you would consider being an Observer (it takes all sorts) then please give
me a ring 07713 485547 or email: pantings@btinternet.com
John Panting

2012 Guildford Group AGM
Saturday, September 22
Special welcome to our new Region 2 Manager
Mark Trimmer
Who will be speaking at the AGM
Ripley Large Hall, 8.30am
All Welcome, refreshments provided!

The IAM ‘Special-Assessment’...
There are two real questions every advanced driver should ask themselves:
1.

What are my weakest points?

2.

Who is best placed to judge?

The second question needs to be answered first.
The answer is it would be improbable that I would be the best judge of my
own ability to drive safely versus thousands of police Class 1 drivers or a
hundred thousand members of the IAM.
So a big hint to Brenda (my wife), for a Christmas present, secured an IAM
Special Assessment (£60).
A plea by email to our six IAM Seniors resulted in three positive responses.
Gerry Raleigh, Paul Whitehead and Peter Holt: must take this opportunity to
thank them as all spent several hours of their time and shared freely their
expertise.
After speaking to Gerry who had taken the Special Assessment some years
previously, I realised that knowledge of the Highway Code would only impact
on my score by a maximum of 4%. So I never opened the Highway Code.
Clearly, I would be better advised to put in some quality ‘on the road’ driving
practice. I did revisit - Roadcraft (The Essential Police Drivers Manual) and
the IAM -Advance Driving The Essential Guide
Time passed quickly and there I was at a crossroads in Sussex meeting
Amanda Smith IAM Staff Examiner. Amanda gave me a choice. “Written test
before or after run?”, I chose the latter.
15mins of commentary were required; Amanda had asked for, “A bit of
sparkle”.
Off we set up hill, down vale, major roads and minor roads. I had opted to do
a commentary from the start and kept it going until my mouth ran completely
dry. I had driven to a standard that I was pleased with although it’s never
good enough.

My key objective was to ascertain my weakest points and thus enable me to
improve my ability to drive safely. In truth I was also keen to do well.
So am I a good judge of my own driving weaknesses? Well, yes and no. It
turned out that I have been dwelling on what were my weakest points. In fact
so much that they had become my strongest. So time to move on and
concentrate on the new found weak aspects of my driving. In conclusion job well done.
...And what I Learned About Overtaking
As mentioned, it was about a year ago I put myself in for the IAM ‘Special
Assessment.’
In order to get into shape I went out on some dummy runs with our IAM
Observers. Peter Holt was one.
We approached a large tractor like vehicle in a lane approaching a bend. I
was looking to get by directly after the bend and I managed a text book
manoeuvre and Peter punched the air with a "YES, YES!"
I drove on nonchalantly as though it was every day stuff. In truth is was the
best I had ever achieved. Spurred on by this event, when it came to my test
with Amanda Smith (who had asked for 'sparkle'), I managed four overtakes
in the session.
At the end she remarked that four was a new record. Now don't get me
wrong; it is difficult always to achieve an overtake particularly as we are
restricted by the speed limit and roads are busy and double white lines etc.
are everywhere. Also, is there any point in overtaking on a shortish run? My
journeys have been historically 2 to 3 hours long and you don't want to be
stuck behind a 'slow coach' for half an hour.
John Panting

Cycle Lanes—What’s the Point?
Rule 63 - Cycle Lanes. These are marked by a white line (which may be
broken) along the carriageway (see Rule 140). Keep within the lane when
practicable. When leaving a cycle lane check before pulling out that it is
safe to do so and signal your intention clearly to other road users. Use of
cycle lanes is not compulsory and will depend on your experience and
skills, but they can make your journey safer.
I am a cyclist as well as a car driver; many of you will be also. I am also keen
on cyclists following basic rules of the road and making sure they can be
seen and their intentions are clear to all other road users. They are amongst
the most vulnerable road users.
But I cannot see the point of cycle lanes. On a recent Observed run we
started a conversation about cycle lanes and I have come to the conclusion
that they are completely useless.
It seems to be the case that a cycle lane designated at the side of the
carriageway will only be marked where there is space to do so, i.e. when the
road is sufficiently wide to allow a separate, narrow lane to be marked out.
By definition, therefore, the road is wide enough to allow cars and other
vehicles to safely pass cyclists, so why mark the lane? It is a waste of time
and money. If cars can pass safely in the available road width, why spend
money on paint and signs to mark a special lane?
Furthermore, the cycle lanes on quite wide carriageways are often marked
with a solid line, and this is the ONLY solid line at the left side of the road
which prohibits entry by other vehicles.
Other solid lines at the left of the carriageway not
related to cycle lanes are simply there as a
delineation of the left side of the road but have no
legal meaning.
But if cars and other vehicles are not allowed in
these designated cycle lanes, they become
littered with debris and cause cyclists to occasionally swerve to avoid twigs,
litter, stones and other potential hazards which might cause punctures or
loss of control.

Rule 140 - Cycle lanes. These are shown by road markings and signs. You
MUST NOT drive or park in a cycle lane marked by a solid white line during
its times of operation. Do not drive or park in a cycle lane marked by a broken white line unless it is unavoidable. You MUST NOT park in any cycle
lane whilst waiting restrictions apply. [Law RTRA sects 5 & 8]
They also force cyclists to ride closer to drain covers and potholes or poor
surfaces that frequently appear in the area close to the kerb. So forcing
cyclists to use these designated lanes puts them at potentially greater risk
than if the lane was not there. Why not let the other road users use the
available space and keep the surface cleaner, allowing room for cyclists
when they appear?
When the carriageway gets a little narrower, the marking of the cycle lane
often changes to a broken line. This means that cars and other vehicles may
enter the area to the left of the line, and again, by definition, means that the
road might not be wide enough for other vehicles to safely pass cyclists. So
once more, the marking of the lane is
pointless as it gives no-one any more
information than if they were sharing the road
normally. And then the cycle lane suddenly
ends and the cyclist has nowhere to go other
than to continue down the narrower road!
When the carriageway is so narrow that a
cycle lane cannot be separately marked, there
is no white line for the cycle lane and the road reverts to a ‘free for all’; surely
the place where the cyclist is most at risk is in the narrow lanes where the
road is shared with all other users, but at the point of greatest danger the
provision of a dedicated space is not made. Hence my reasoning that all
cycle lanes are pointless; they are painted on the road when not required,
and not painted on the road when there is no space to do so!
The solution sometimes adopted is to put a cycle lane on the pavement. This
Rule 64 - You MUST NOT cycle on a pavement. [Laws HA 1835 sect 72 &
R(S)A 1984, sect 129]
is also madness as it implies to cyclists that cycling on the pavement is
acceptable. It is not.
Time to review the road markings used for cyclists and educate drivers to
take enough care to allow them sufficient space! Take care on two wheels.
Paul Whitehead

Drinking and Driving—in France
Most of you will have seen in the news recently the new requirement for
all drivers of motor vehicles to carry with them an approved breathalyser
whilst driving in France. I am a regular visitor to the byways of Europe, so
I have dutifully equipped myself with 2 of the required crystal filled plastic
tubes, complete with their inflation bags and comprehensive instructions.
I am fairly sure they will stay in my glove box untouched until I sell the car
or I remember that they have a 2 year shelf life and get some
replacements. But, apart from the legal requirement and my desire not to
unnecessarily upset a
Gendarme, why do I
need them?
I fully appreciate the
need for headlamp realignment, carrying
spare bulbs, warning
triangles and yellow
vests; all these devices
seem to be very sensible
and actually quite useful,
but what is the purpose
of the breathalyser?
If I am stopped by the French police and accused of drinking and driving,
I am fairly sure that they will produce a Government approved and
recently calibrated device that meets some very high technical standard
in order that they may determine with a fair degree of confidence that I
am (or actually am not) incapacitated. It would not matter to them that
you had tested yourself ten minutes earlier, so when would I use my own
device?
If I have a beer at home early one evening (just the one) and then a good
meal and a good night’s sleep, I am fairly sure that I am not going to be
anywhere near any country’s drink drive limit at 10a.m. the following
morning. So I would clearly choose not to use one of my valuable

breathalysers before driving as the result is quite predictable. However, if
I have been in a restaurant that evening and had that one beer, would I
choose to test myself before driving home? Is there a legal requirement
now in France for me to do so?
Supposing I did decide to test myself, and the result (fairly predictably, I
would suggest after just one small beer) is negative, do I then drive home
with impunity or do I consider that because I have ‘self assessed’ I
actually believed that I might have been close to the limit and therefore
potentially at risk? If a result is negative, by how much is it so? Is it a lot
negative, therefore reasonably safe to drive, or only just negative, a
potentially much more risky situation? Determining the colour of the
crystals appears to be quite a precise task, and might not be too easy
under street lights or under the influence!
Did I test myself correctly, and under ideal conditions, and after the
required time lapse, and using a device that was functioning correctly and
not out-of-date? Or did I miss some key element of the process and
actually get an erroneous result, convincing myself that I was OK (albeit
that I knew I had been drinking) and allowing myself to take the wheel for
the journey home?
Is the new law going to discourage the habitual drink driver from taking to
the road, or is it ‘business as usual’ in the hamlets and villages of rural
France, probably the area where the new law is mostly targeted? Or is it
more likely to persuade those who have had a couple of drinks and might
previously not have driven to take the results of a self test at face value
and take a chance?
I don’t think it will change my behaviour at all. If I thought for one moment
that I would need to test myself, that would be a clear signal that I
thought I was at risk and should not drive – I do not need to carry 2
breathalysers in my car for that. Is this the motivation for the new rules;
perhaps someone can explain!
Paul Whitehead

Automatic Headlights

The other week there was an article in the newspaper about automatic
headlights and the fact that they did not come on in fog! The answer was
fairly short in that they require darkness to operate. This got me thinking and
at the risk of being labelled a Luddite: I fail to see what value they add to the
driving experience. A number of people I have spoken to do not like them
and have turned off this facility.

The safety concerns related to these
lights was drummed into me in the
most graphic way the other day.
Picture the scene if you will: I was
waiting to turn right off a major road; a
stream of moving traffic was blocking
my turn.
A space appeared and a car’s
headlights came on. I am always cautious about accepting another’s
judgement and did not accept the invitation to cross. In the event the car was
not flashing me, it had just passed under a bridge and the lights had come
on briefly. I had heard of this causing an accident in the past where a driver
did accept the perceived invitation to cross.

We all need to be aware that cars fitted with automatic headlights are out
there and be doubly cautious when we think we are being flashed. I have no
idea what value they add, we want thinking drivers and not those who go
into automatic mode because the car does all the thinking for them. I hope
manufacturers will stop bringing out these gimmicks and let drivers get back
to the fun part of driving.

Paul Wallace-Stock

The World of the Gizmo - Parking Brake
Hello, for those of you who don't know me, my name is Darren McKinlay. I
passed my advanced driving test in 2005 and recently qualified as an
Observer. As a corporate chauffeur I've been very lucky to drive cars from
the luxury sector for over twenty years. It's not uncommon for me to drive
three or four different cars in a week. This has given me the opportunity to
get an insight into what's new when manufacturers supply my company
with corporate demonstrators. Developments like ABS and airbags first
appeared in the top end Mercedes and Volvos. These innovative and life
saving systems are now standard across all manufacturer's ranges.
During my trainee period and my own one-to-one runs I've been in a mix of
cars, most have been manual. Fundamentally they have all had very
standard equipment with commonly recognised operating systems.
Therefore, all the sound and proven advice the IAM has offered to
Associates via their Observers has resulted in a consistent theme being
established amongst both Observers and Associates.
Recently, John Panting sent me an email he had received from Martin
Evans. Martin highlighted the differences between the foot-operated
parking brake in his BMW and the traditional hand-operated system in his
wife's Mazda. The important point Martin raises is how we all need to know
how the cars we drive operate, whether it's our own cars, loan cars, hire
cars or Associates' cars. They themselves may have borrowed the vehicle
and have very limited knowledge of its systems and how best to use them.
Over the coming months I will be looking at the different innovations that
are now available, from lane departure systems to night time thermal
imaging assistance. In this issue I will take a look at the different types of
parking/hand brake systems. Electronic parking/hand brake systems
started to appear in the luxury market just over ten years ago. BMW were
one of the first to bring this development to the market. Today most top of
the range models from all manufactures offer a similar system. Like all
previous developments, car makers will introduce these systems into their
complete range of vehicles. Whether we think new systems are beneficial
to the driver is a matter of some debate. With self parking systems being
introduced, will the art of parallel-parking become redundant? What we can
be sure of is manufacturers will want a return on their investment in new
technology. What better way to tempt people out of their old cars into shiny
new metal packed with gizmos!? Tomorrow's IAM associates' will probably
be taught to pass their driving test in a vehicle that will have such systems.
Instinctive to them, not so to most of us mature drivers!

Current advice from the IAM regarding automatic cars and the use of the
parking/hand brake when you're waiting at a red traffic light is to keep the
vehicle in 'D' and apply the parking/hand brake. This becomes difficult if your
car doesn't allow you to do this. Certain
cars won't engage the foot operated
brake unless you select 'P' first. Some
cars such as Bentleys and the Lexus
LS460 have this system. Re-engaging
'D' will in most cases mean you pass 'R'.
(modern Aston Martins use a push
button
gear

selector). The flash of white reversing lights
may give traffic behind you and bit of a shock!
Also, disengaging the foot operated brake
doesn't always allow your progress to be
smooth, and in some cases it’s a rather clunky
affair, especially with a hill start.
Foot operated systems require
your left foot to activate and your
right hand to release. Although
Mercedes has adopted this for
some years, it can be a fiddly
thing to do. BMW supplied a demo
X5 to my company a while back.
The X5 has an automatic parking
brake. The driver could opt for this
setup whilst doing the cockpit drill
and the application and release of the operation was seamless. I've been
using a 2011 model Range Rover recently
and it does have an electronic hand
brake.
Jaguar offers a similar system, but unlike
the BMW it doesn't have an 'Auto' setting.
The driver has to engage the system but
the car will disengage itself when the
accelerator is pressed.

Some of the latest diesel cars (not necessarily applicable to petrol driven)
incorporate a start stop system to reduce particulate emissions. When the
vehicle is brought to a stop, provided the foot is kept on the brake pedal, the
engine will switch off and only restart when the driver lifts his or her foot off
the brake.
Manual cars restart when the clutch is engaged. In addition to this, the Audi
A8 has a manually operated electronic safety brake on all four wheels (which
can also be used to stop the car in
the event of a catastrophic brake
failure as it is independent of the
hydraulic system) which releases
as soon as the accelerator pedal is
depressed. It also has a separate
automatic system which can be
selected at any time and then
engages as soon as the car stops
and releases upon pressing the
accelerator.
We all follow a tried and tested set
of routines in our daily/weekly driving. But as modern advancements become
more widely available and are introduced in to more affordable models, we
should all be aware that the next car we're about to Observe in may have a
parking/handbrake system that we have never seen.
It would be wonderful if Associates would point out any idiosyncrasies that
his/her vehicle has, assuming that they had actually read the manual, but it
wouldn't necessarily come as a surprise, especially on their first run, if they
didn't fully understand how their own system works!
It would therefore be of great benefit to them if we as Observers have prior
knowledge of as many different types of parking brake and were able to give
a basic explanation of them.
Next time: Is it the end of the manual gearbox?
Darren McKinlay

Group Membership Renewals
Many of you reading this newsletter have recently paid your annual
subscription and renewed your membership of the Guildford Group of
Advanced Motorists. Your membership card for this year should be included
with the newsletter.
If you are a Member and have not yet sent in your subscription, this could be
the last newsletter you receive and that would be a pity. Most of you will
have joined the group first as Associates when you decided to take the
Institute of Advanced Motorists’ advanced driving test; a few of you have
transferred from other groups when you moved to the area but all of you
have one thing in common, an interest in safer and better driving.
The Guildford Group is one of more than 200 groups around the country
affiliated to the IAM and on whom the IAM relies to help candidates prepare
for the advanced driving test. All the Observers who accompany Associates
on their Observed Runs are volunteers, as are all the Committee members
and other organisers, who give their time for free as part of their commitment
to the IAM’s mission for greater road safety. As well as preparing Associates
for the test, the Group organises presentations on driving topics and
additional training such as the Skid Pan days which have always proved
very popular.
Membership of the Guildford Group is quite separate from membership of
the IAM but, under IAM rules, you can only be a Group member if you are a
current IAM member. The annual subscriptions are also quite separate and
this sometimes seems to cause confusion. IAM membership is controlled
from Chiswick, and the IAM membership team sends you a reminder each
year on the anniversary of your joining. This may be at any time during the
year.
Group membership, however, runs annually from 1st April and is currently at
the very modest subscription of £7.50. Historically we have sent out our
membership renewal notices with the newsletter, but as most of our
members have indicated a preference for electronic communications and in
the face of rising postage costs we have, for the last two years, sent these

by e-mail to everyone who has registered an e-mail address with us. Despite
a handful of glitches last year due to technical incompatibilities this seems to
be working well and this year, two-thirds of our Members had renewed within
six weeks of the notice being sent out. For those who have not yet embraced
the latest technologies we shall continue to communicate by post.
We took a step further this year, making the renewal form available for
download from the members’ section of our new website. There is also a
form with the Group’s banking details for those who wish to pay by internet
banking or standing order. Please note, however, that this is not a direct
debit form and needs to be presented by you to your own bank for
processing. At present the cost and other requirements, both technical and
non-technical, for handling direct debits and credit/debit card payments
appear too onerous for the occasional use which the Group would make of
them.
Having ventured into the digital age we are looking to expand this activity to
provide further services via the members’ section of the website, which we
hope to unveil in the coming months. We cannot ignore the growth of social
media and as we look to encourage younger drivers to take up Skill for Life,
we have established a Facebook page for those of our members who
subscribe to this. We are also looking to set up a marketing group to help
publicise the Group and its activities though the website and other media.
To those of you who have renewed your membership, a big thank you for
your support and for helping the group to pursue its activities. To those who
have not yet renewed, we hope this is an oversight and you will be doing so
shortly. Your involvement is welcomed and your subscription helps to keep
the group going. It’s never too late to rejoin and if you know anyone who
used to be a member, please encourage them to do so. For this and any
other membership queries please contact me at
memsec@guildford-iam.org.uk or via the website.

David Pearce

Tips for Driving in the Wet
We have had the odd sunny day this summer, but a lot of rain. Here are
some tips to make driving in adverse and wet conditions as safe as possible.

When driving in wet conditions remember that stopping distances will
increase, and visibility will be reduced. Drop your speed and give yourself
more time to slow down.”

In cases of severe flooding, you should reconsider making the journey at all.
Not driving in the worst conditions is the only guarantee not to have an
incident! If it is unavoidable, and you have to drive through deep water, the
IAM recommends drivers take the following precautions:

>Drive on the highest section of the road and don't set off if a vehicle is
approaching you
> Leave time and space to avoid swamping other cars and pedestrians
> Drive slowly and keep going once you have started – make sure you have
a clear run
> In a manual car, keep the revs high by "slipping the clutch" (which means
the clutch is not fully engaged) all the time you are in the water
> If you can’t see where you are going to come out of the water, such as
when approaching flooding on a bend, think twice about starting to drive into
it
> In deep water never take your foot off the accelerator, as this could allow
water to travel up the exhaust pipe
> Once you're out of the water, dry the brakes before you need them. The
best way is to lightly apply the brake as you drive along for a few seconds,
after checking nothing is following you too closely

Roads may be closed or routes subject to long diversions, so be prepared.
Just as in snow, take blankets, snacks, water, entertainment, even clothes
and overnight toiletries if your journey is very long and going through badly
hit, or potential problem locations.

A Look Back at Road Safety HistoryG
* Since 1952, over 313,000 people have died on UK roads*.
* The good news is that the number of road victims is on the decrease. In
1952, 13 people a day died on our roads, compared to five a day now*.
When you take increased vehicle numbers into account, roads are actually
six times safer.
* Today’s roads would be beyond recognition to drivers in 1952. Vehicle
numbers have steadily increased from four million to 34 million in the last 60
years.
* The first motorway was introduced in 1958, with the current motorway
speed limit of 70mph set in 1967.
* Many important road safety laws have been brought in during the
Queen’s reign, including the MOT test, drink drive limit, and compulsory
seatbelt and motorcycle helmet wearing.
* The UK’s leading road safety charity, the IAM, was set up in 1956. Since
’56 more than 400,000 drivers and riders have passed the advanced test.

IAM chief executive Simon Best said: “Road safety gets better by the year,
and the technology of roads and cars improves all the time.

“And I’m delighted to say that road safety still receives royal support, in the
form of the IAM’s patron, the Duke of Kent, and the Prince Michael International Road Safety Awards.

“Last year there were 1850 fatalities on our roads. All of them were preventable. Spending on road safety and roads must remain a priority, to keep the
UK at the top of the world road safety league table.”

Driving Freedoms —Saudi Arabia
We all likely take their driving privileges for granted. Not so in Saudi Arabia,
which is the only country in the world that bans females from driving.
One Saudi woman is now facing charges after she drove during what she
said was a medical emergency. The unnamed 35-year-old was arrested in
Jeddah and then released to her father. She claimed to be suffering from a
haemorrhage, and she drove to the hospital due to the lack of public transit
or a hired driver. While the woman will be tried, it's unclear what punishment
she might face if found guilty.
There is no written law against female drivers, but religious edicts keep them
from driving. Most use male relatives or hired drivers for their transport
needs.
This comes about a month after Saudi women took to the roads in protest on
June 17.

A selection of photos by our
Group’s treasurer, Gerry Raliegh
who also provided the photograph
for this edition’s cover

Member Information
Welcome New Members
Zoe Burch, Jason Cawley, Michelle Copeman, Gareth Corfield,
Valerie Corfield, Gillian Estcourt, David Englefield, Hugh Elliot,
Jeffrey Feilla, Elizabeth Lee-Kelley, Peter Lewis, Kara Newman,
Simon Platt, Rebecca Quinlan, Sandra Skelt, Richard Stevens,
Alison Stainsby, Jonathan Swaine, Kathryn Totman
We hope you enjoy your Observed runs.

Test Passes
Bean Chapman, Alastair De Castro, Kirsty Dollery, Tim O’Doyly,
Roy Dyer, Paul Estcourt, Jayne Farrance-Chaffe, Suzanne Finlay,
Samantha Greener, Philip Headen, Christopher Hodges, Dominic James,
Hayley James, Christine King, Sylvie Marie, Malcolm McLean,
Trudy Moody, Joan Perren, John Peters, Liz Powell, Roy Purvey,
Kevin Randell, Greg Romaine, Luke Smith, James Swaine, Stephen Swain,
Paul Trowbridge, Mark Welby, Sue Urquhart

Congratulations on passing your Advanced Tests!

